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What connection could possibly exist between the stripes on tropical fish and crystal growth? The answer is the way in which order emerges from randomness through Turing patterns, according to what a ...
Scientists prove Turing patterns manifest at nanoscale
The answer is the way in ... these patterns arise as the solutions to a set of differential equations that describe the diffusion and reaction of chemicals satisfying a few conditions. Going well ...
Of the same stripe: Turing patterns link tropical fish and bismuth crystal growth
By Marlowe Starling - After last year's massive fish kill, restoration efforts eye creative ways to restore biodiversity in Biscayne Bay.
Building back Biscayne Bay: Do natural solutions hold hope?
2 Department of Chemistry, University of Oxford ... and cannot solve the plastic pollution crisis. No silver-bullet solution exists for the multifaceted nature of plastic pollution. The answer instead ...
Achieving a circular bioeconomy for plastics
Physical chemistry is basically dominated by topics such as chemical and ionic equilibrium, redox, liquid solutions and electrochemistry ... Questions for which answer is a numerical value ...
JEE Main 2021 Syllabus: Chemistry Preparation Tips; All You Need To Know
People have investigated the nature ... a reagent in chemistry that people don’t always think about,” Dionne says. “People often think about adding new chemicals to enable a certain reaction or ...
What is a photon?
Plastic waste is a big problem in the environment. About 300 million tons is produced every year, according to the United Nations. Much of that is polyethylene terephthalate (PET), used to make single ...
NREL Scientists Find Synergy in PET Plastic-degrading Enzymes Using TACC, SDSC HPC Resources
Lindsay McCormick has always loved nature and felt passionate about the ... And I was like, OK, I need to come up with a solution, because I'm creating all this plastic waste, and this is not ...
How this CEO grew her business after turning down 2 'Shark Tank' offers
Compared to the heady post-war days when it seemed the sky was quite literally the limit, X-Planes in the modern era have become more utilitarian in nature ... the solution was to lower the ...
Shushing Sonic Booms: NASA’s Supersonic X-Plane To Take Flight In 2021
Keep on asking the seemingly simple questions… you’ll be surprised how often we do not know the answer ... which has enabled such chemistry to be probed in real time. While the group addressed ...
Winner: 2021 Corday-Morgan Prize
When I met him, he was chief scientist at Lithium and he was on the verge of becoming an influencer on the nature of influence ... artificial intelligence (AI) solutions. But most of you probably ...
How do we get to a possible future with AI? Meet the AI Adoption Maturity Curve
Ira talks to Sarah Everts, author of the new book, The Joy Of Sweat, about what makes sweat useful, the cool chemistry of this bodily fluid ... a study recently published in Nature proposed a theory ...
Science Friday
But the world is running out of this precious metal – and it could prove to be a huge bottleneck in the development of electric vehicles, and the energy storage solutions we’ll need to switch ...
Quantum computers are already detangling nature’s mysteries
In the past two years, a new drug policy reform movement called Decriminalize Nature has persuaded ... which will it be? The answer depends not on law or chemistry so much as on culture, which ...
How Should We Do Drugs Now?
Climate science can answer questions raised by the ... are at the forefront of trying to find solutions in adaptation and resilience, nature, energy transition, clean road transport and green ...
Poor use of science jeopardizes climate lawsuits -- Oxford research
these patterns arise as the solutions to a set of differential equations that describe the diffusion and reaction of chemicals satisfying a few conditions. Going well beyond pure chemistry ...
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